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Andres: (grabs a plastic cup and takes it to the paint tray and squeezes the paint bottle, 
trying to make the paint pour into the plastic cup) 
 
Antony: You know how to make grey, Andres?  
 
Andres: No 
 
Antony: It’s just black and white. 
 
Andres: (takes lid off of the bottle and looks in the bottle. Puts the lid back on the bottle 
and tries to pour it out again. He squeezes, and squeezes again. He turns the bottle 
right side up, looks at the lid, and turns it over to try and pour it out again.) 
 
Rebecca: What are you doing? 
 
Andres: Something. (He walks over to the sink, then walks back to the paint tray and is 
squeezing the bottle again.) 
 
Another boy asks: What are you doing, Andres? (The boy takes bottle to the table, 
turns it over, and bangs it against the table. He comes back to the paint tray and tries to 
pour out the paint, but no paint comes out.)  
 
Andres: (Takes the bottle, goes back to the table, hits the bottle against the table again, 
comes back to the tray table, flips the lid and tries to pour the paint again. He walks over 
to the sink, looks at other paints, and then is back at the paint trying to pour out the 
paint again. He walks to the sink again, unscrews the top, looks in the bottle, puts the 
cap back on, and then tries to squeeze out the paint again. This time a little bit of paint 
comes out, he tries squeezing the bottle again, and this time nothing comes out. He 
walks to the sink, and puts the brown paint bottle down. Then Veronica grabs that 
bottle, and gives it to the other girl.) I need brown. 
 
Girl: (takes lid off, and takes off paper lid that is on the inside of the bottle.) 
 
Man: You have to pull that out. There you go. Take that out. 
 
Girl: That’s why it’s in there. 
 
Andres: (takes the brown paint back to the paint tray, squeezes some out into the 
plastic cup, and then walks back to the sink to put the paint back. He grabs another 
color and returns to easel.) 
 
 
 
 


